Advanced array processing methods require accurate knowledge of the location of individud elements in a sensor array. Array element localization (AEL) methods are typically based on inverting acoustic traveltime measurements from a series of controlled sources at known positions to the sensors to be localized. An important issue in AEL is designing the configuration of source positions: a well-designed configuration can produce substantially better sensor locafizat ion than a poor configuration. This paper presents a procedure to determine optimal AEL source configurations by minimizing the mean standard deviation of the sensor-position a postetioti probability distributions using a hybrid global search algorithm.
THEORY AND EXAMPLE
Me~uring ocean acoustic fields at an array of sensors allows the application of advmced signal processing methods such as beam forming and matched-field processing. However, these methods require accurate knowledge of the positions of individual array elements. In many cases, separate memurements must be made to localize the sensors, a procedure referred to as array element localization (AEL). AEL typically consists of measuring the traveltimes of acoustic signals transmitted from controlled sources at known positions to the sensors to be localized; these data can then be inverted for the sensor locations (1). In practice, the configuration of AEL source positions can have a significant effect on the quality of the sensor localization.
To develop an effective method of determining optimal source configurations, the AEL inverse problem must be briefly considered. For an array of H hydrophores and a set of S sources, there area total of N = HS traveltime measurements t = t(m), where m represents the model of unknown parameters which includes three-dimensional position variables for each sensor, and may or may not include the signal-transmission instant for each source depending on whether relative or absolute traveltimes are measured. The AEL inverse problem can be linearized by expanding the raytracing traveltime equations to first order about an arbitrary starting model m. to yield
where J represents the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives Jij =~ti(rno) /amj, Jt = t(m) -t (mo), and dm is the model perturbation to be determined. Once eq. (1) is solved for dm, the corresponding model solution is m= m. +dm (since nonlinear terms are neglected, iteration may be required).
To consider the inversion of eq. (1), assume that the noise (error) on datum ti is an independent, Gaussiandistributed random variable with zero mean and standard deviation ui. For even-or over-determined problems, the least-squares (maximum-likelihood) solution provides an unbiased estimate of the true model (i.e., the solution to the noise-free problem) based on minimizing the squared misfit
with respect to Jm, where
provided the matrix in square brackets is non-singular. Finally, the marginal a posterior probability of the ith parameter of the solution is a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation [i given by
The above development suggests that the optimal configuration of AEL source positions can be obtained by determining the configuration that minimizes the mean standard deviation of the model parameter estimates computed according to eq. (4). This can be a challenging minimization problem since the multi-dimensional parameter search space generally includes a large number of local minima. The results shown here were obtained using a hybrid global search which incorporates the downhill simplex method within a fast simulated annealing algorithm (2). In a somewhat related problem, Tolstoy (3) used a grid search to determine optimal locations for up to four vertical arrays in a tomography experiment by minimizing the condition number of the Jacobian matrix appropriate to the problem.
To illustrate optimal AEL source configurations, consider the c~e of localizing an 1l-element, bottommounted horizontal line array (HLA) in 500-m of water using relative traveltime measurements (Fig. 1) . The optimal AEL source configurations for 4, 6, and 8 sources at 50-m depth are shown in Fig. 1(a) -(c) (source positions were constrained within limits Izl <1.5 km, IYIS 1.0km). Fiwre 1(d)-(e)shows the corresponding standard deviations in the x, y, and z components of the HLA sensor positions as determined by inversion, assuming traveltime uncertainties of a~= 0.3 ms. For comparison, Fig. 2 shows three possible non-optimal configurations of 6 sources together with the corresponding standard deviations in sensor positions. In each case, the standard deviations are significantly larger than those for the optimal configuration (Fig. le) .
The approach described in this paper can be applied to determine optimal AEL source configurations for horizontal or vertical arrays and relative or absolute traveltime data. It is also straightforward to include the effects of traveltime data errors which vary with range, or physical constraints on the source configuration. lines correspond to z, y, z, respectively).
